Ergonomic Design – Designed to minimize arm and wrist stress while maximizing control and comfort. This lightweight hand mixer takes the pain out of the process. While holding the mixer your elbow and wrist are strategically positioned for a less strenuous mixing experience. Take advantage of the increased comfort to mix larger quantities and share a sweet treat with family and friends.

Six Speeds – Featuring QuickBurst™ technology, enjoy extra power at any of the six speeds. The ErgoMix™ Hand Mixer utilizes a powerful motor and a rotating dial allows for easier speed control. Choose your ideal speed effortlessly using the easy-to-read mixing guide conveniently printed on the hand mixer.

Less Mess – The motor is engineered to provide a true slow start and slower first setting. This reduces the splatter and mess often left behind by other hand mixers.

Mixing Variety – The ErgoMix™ Hand Mixer includes two-piece Stainless Steel Twisted Wire Beaters and a Stainless Steel Whisk. Select your attachment and mix to get optimal results every time. Let the mixer do the hard work on cookie doughs, cake batters and more.

DETAILS

Product Name: Hamilton Beach® ErgoMix™ Hand Mixer
(Model 62667)
MSRP: $49.99
Availability: August 2017
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